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Abstract— In this paper, we study hierarchical resource management
models and algorithms that support both link-sharing and guaranteed real-
time services with priority (decoupled delay and bandwidth allocation). We
extend the service curve based QoS model, which defines both delay and
bandwidth requirements of a class in a hierarchy, to include fairness, which
is important for the integration of real-time and hierarchical link-sharing
services. The resultingFair Service Curve link-sharingmodel formalizes
the goals of link-sharing, real-time and priority services and exposes the
fundamental tradeoffs between thesegoals. In particular, with decoupled
delay and bandwidth allocation, it is impossible to simultaneously provide
guaranteed real-time service and achieve perfect link-sharing. We propose
a novel scheduling algorithm called Hierarchical Fair Service Curve (H-
FSC) that approximates the model closely and efficiently. The algorithm
always guarantees the service curves of leaf classes, thus ensures real-time
and priority services, while minimizing the discrepancy between the actual
services provided to and the services defined by the Fair Service Curve
link-sharing model for the interior classes. We have implemented the H-
FSC scheduler in NetBSD. By performing simulation and measurement
experiments, we evaluate the link-sharing and real-time performances of
H-FSC, and determine the computation overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging integrated services networks will support applica-
tions with diverse performance objectives and traffic charac-
teristics. While most of the previous research on integrated
services networks has focused on guaranteeing QoS, especially
the real-time requirement, for each individual session, several
recent works [1], [7], [15] have argued that it is also important
to support hierarchical link-sharing service.

In hierarchical link-sharing, there is a class hierarchy associ-
ated with each link that specifies the resource allocation policy
for the link. A class represents a traffic stream or some aggregate
of traffic streams that are groupedaccording to administrativeaf-
filiation, protocol, traffic type, or other criteria. Figure 1 shows
an example class hierarchy for a 45 Mbps link that is shared
by two organizations, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and
University of Pittsburgh (U. Pitt). Beloweach of the two organi-
zation classes, there are classes grouped based on traffic types.
Each class is associated with its resource requirements, in this
case, a bandwidth, which is the minimum amount of service
that the traffic of the class should receive when there is enough
demand.

There are several important goals that the hierarchical link-
sharing service is aimed to achieve. First, each class should
receive a certain minimum amount of resource if there is enough
demand. In the example, CMU’s traffic should receive at least
25 Mbps of bandwidth during a period when the aggregate traffic
from CMU has a higher arrival rate. Similarly, if there is resource
contention between traffic classes within CMU, the video traffic
should get at least 10 Mbps. In the case where there are only

audio and video streams from CMU, the audio and video traffic
should receive all the bandwidth that is allocated to CMU (25
Mbps) if the demand is high enough. That is, if a certain traffic
class from CMU does not have enough traffic to fully utilize
its minimum guaranteed bandwidth, other traffic classes from
CMU have precedence to use thisexcessbandwidth over traffic
classes from U. Pitt. While the above policy specifies that the
CMU audio and video traffic classes have priority to use any
excess bandwidth unused by the data traffic, there is still the
issue of how the excess bandwidth is distributed between the
audio and video traffic classes. The second goal of hierarchical
link-sharing service is then to have a proper policy to distribute
the excess bandwidth unused by a class to its sibling classes.

In addition to the two goals mentioned above, it is also impor-
tant to support real-time and priority services within the frame-
work of hierarchical link-sharing. Since real-time service guar-
antees QoS on a per session basis, a natural way to integrate
real-time and hierarchical link-sharing services is to have a sep-
arate leaf class for each real-time session. In the example, the
CMU Distinguished Lecture video and audio classes are two leaf
classes that correspond to real-time sessions. Finally, it is also
important to support priority service in the sense that delay (both
average delay and delay bound) and bandwidth allocation are
decoupled. For example, even though the CMU Distinguished
Lecture video and audio classes have different bandwidth re-
quirements, it is desirable to provide the same low delay bound
for both classes. Decoupling the delay and bandwidth alloca-
tion is also desirable for interior or leaf classes that correspond
to traffic aggregates. For example, one may want to provide a
lower average delay for packets in CMU’s audio traffic class than
those in CMU’s data traffic class.

A number of algorithms have been proposed to support hier-
archical link-sharing, real-time, and priority services. However,
as discussed in Section VII, they all suffer from important limi-
tations. The fundamental problem is that with all three services,
multiple requirements need to be satisfied simultaneously. In
some cases this is impossible to achieve due to conflicting re-
quirements. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that there
is no formal definition of a hierarchical link-sharing service that
specifies all these requirements.

In this paper, we consider an ideal model, called Fair Service
Curve (FSC) link-sharing, that precisely defines all the impor-
tant performance goals of real-time, hierarchical link-sharing,
and priority services. The basic building block of the framework
is the concept of service curve, which defines a general QoS
model taking into account both bandwidth and priority (delay)
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requirements. In this architecture, each class in the hierarchy is
associated with a service curve. The idealFair Service Curve
link-sharing model requires that (a) the service curves of all
classes in the hierarchy are simultaneously guaranteed, and (b)
the excess bandwidth unused by a class is distributed to its sib-
ling classes fairly. Since the service curves of all classes are
guaranteed simultaneously, the QoS of individual sessions (leaf
classes in the hierarchy) and traffic aggregates (interior and pos-
sibly leaf classes in the hierarchy) are satisfied. In addition,
delay and bandwidth allocation can be decoupled by choosing
service curves of different shapes. Therefore, the Fair Service
Curve link-sharing model gives a precise definition of a service
that satisfies all the important goals of link-sharing, real-time,
and priority services.

Unfortunately, as we will show in the paper, the ideal model
cannot be realized at all time instances. In spite of this, the model
serves two important purposes. First, unlike previous models,
the new model explicitly defines the situations where all perfor-
mance goals cannot be simultaneously satisfied, thus exposing
the fundamental tradeoffs among conflicting performance goals.
Second, the model serves as an ideal target that a scheduling
algorithm should approximate as closely as possible.

With the ideal service model defined and the fundamental
tradeoffs exposed, we propose an algorithm called Hierarchical
Fair Service Curve (H-FSC) that achieves the following three
goals:
� guarantee the service curves of all leaf classes,
� minimize the short-term discrepancy between the amount

of services provided to an interior class and the amount
specified by the Fair Service Curve link-sharing model,

� allocate the excess bandwidth to sibling classes with
bounded fairness

We have made the architecture level decision that whenever there
is a conflict between performance goals, the performance guar-
antees of the leaf classes take precedence. We believe this is
the right tradeoff as the performance of leaf classes is directly
related to the performance of individual applications. In partic-
ular, since a session is always a leaf class, guaranteed real-time

services can be provided on a per session basis in this framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the Fair Service Curve link-sharing model and dis-
cusses the fundamental tradeoffs in approximating this model.
Section III presents our solution, the Hierarchical Fair Service
Curve (H-FSC) scheduler, followed by a discussion on its im-
plementation complexity in Section IV. We analyze the delay
and fairness properties of H-FSC in Section V, and evaluate its
performance based on both simulation and measurement exper-
iments in Section VI. We discuss related work in Section VII
and conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. FAIR SERVICE CURVE LINK-SHARING MODEL

In this section, we first define the service curve QoS model
and motivate the advantage of using non-linear service curve to
decouple delay and bandwidth allocation. We then extend the
concept of fairness to service curve based schedulers. Finally,
we present the ideal Fair Service Curve link-sharing model and
discuss the fundamental tradeoffs involved in designing a sched-
uler that approximates this model.

A. Service Curve Based QoS Model

As discussed in Section I, we use the service curve abstraction
proposed by Cruz [4], [5] as the building block to define the
idealized link-sharing model.

A sessioni is said to be guaranteed a service curveSi(�),
whereSi(�) is a non-decreasing function, if for any timet2
when sessioni is backlogged, there exists a timet1 < t2, which
is the beginning of one of sessioni’s backlogged periods (not
necessarily includingt2), such that the following holds

Si(t2 � t1) � wi(t1; t2); (1)

wherewi(t1; t2) is the amount of service received by sessioni
during the time interval(t1; t2]. For packet systems, we restrict
t2 to be packet departure times. A service curve is said to be
convexif its second derivative is non-negative and is not the
constant function zero, and it is said to beconcaveif its second
derivative is non-positive and is not the constant function zero.

In the case in which theserver’sservice curve is not concave,
one algorithm that supports service curve guarantees is Service
Curve Earliest Deadline first (SCED) [14]. With SCED, a dead-
line is computed for each packet using a per session deadline
curveDi and packets are transmitted in increasing order of their
deadlines. The deadline curveDi is computed such that in an
idealized fluid system, sessioni’s service curve is guaranteed
if by any time t when sessioni is backlogged, at leastDi(t)
amount of service is provided to sessioni. Based on Eq. (1), it
follows that

Di(t) = min
t12Bi(t)

(Si(t � t1) + wi(t1)); (2)

whereBi(t) is the set of all time instances, no larger thant,
when sessioni becomes backlogged, andwi(t1) = wi(0; t1)
is the total amount of service sessioni has received by time
t1. This gives the following iterative algorithm to computeDi.
When sessioni becomes backlogged for the first time,Di is
initialized to i’s service curveSi(�). Subsequently, whenever
sessioni becomes backlogged again at timeaki (the beginning
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of sessioni’s k-th backlogged period) after an idling period,Di

is updatedaccording to the following:

Di(a
k
i ; t) = min(Di(a

k�1
i ; t); Si(t� aki ) + wi(a

k
i ));

t � aki : (3)

The reason for whichDi is defined only fort � aki is that this
is the only portion that is used for subsequent deadline compu-
tations. SinceDi may not be an injection, its inverse function
may not be uniquely defined. Here, we defineD�1

i (aki ; y) to be
the smallest valuex such thatDi(a

k
i ; x) = y. Based onDi, the

deadline for a packet of lengthli at the head of sessioni’s queue
can be computed as follows

di = D�1
i (aki ;wi(t) + li): (4)

The guarantees specified by service curves are quite general.
For example, the guarantees provided by Virtual Clock and var-
ious Fair Queueing algorithms can be specified by linear service
curves with zero offsets.1. Since a linear service curve is charac-
terized by only one parameter, the slope or the guaranteed band-
width for the session, the delay requirement cannot be specified
separately. As a consequence, even though delay bounds can
be provided by algorithms guaranteeing linear service curves,
there is a coupling between the guaranteed delay bound and
bandwidth, which results in inflexible resource allocation. With
non-linear service curves, both delay and bandwidth allocation
are taken into account in anintegratedfashion, yet the allocation
policies for these two resources are decoupled. This increases
the resource management flexibility and the resource utilization
inside the network.

To illustrate the advantage of decoupling delay and bandwidth
allocation with non-linear service curves, consider the example
in Figure 2, where a video and a FTP session share a 10 Mbps
link served by a SCED scheduler. Let the video source sends
30 8KB frames per second, which corresponds to a required
bandwidth of 2 Mbps. The remaining 8 Mbps is reserved by
a continuously backlogged FTP session. For simplicity, let all
packets be of size 8 KB. Thus, it takes roughly 6.5 ms to transmit
a packet. Let both video and FTP sessions be active at time 0.
Then the sessions’ deadline curvesDi are the same as their
service curvesSi(�). First, consider the case in Figure 2(a)
where linear service curves are used to specify the sessions’
requirements. The arrival curveAi(�) represents the cumulative
number of bits received by sessioni. The deadline of a packet
of sessioni arriving at timeu is computed as the timet such
thatSi(t) equalsAi(u). As can be seen, the deadlines of the
video packets occur every 33 ms, while the deadlines of the
FTP packets occur every 8.2 ms. This results in a delay of
approximately 26 ms for a video packet. In the second scenario
as illustrated in Figure 2(b), we use two piece-wise linear service
curves for characterizing the sessions’ requirements. The slope
of the first segment of the video session’s service curve is 6.6
Mbps, while the slope of the second segment is 2 Mbps. The
inflection point occurs at 10 ms. The FTP session’s service curve
is chosen such that the entire remaining capacity is used. As can

1In theory, Fair Queueing and its corresponding fluid algorithm GPS can
support more general service curves than linear curves [12], [19]. However, in
practice, sucha resource assignmenthasa numberof limitations. See Section VII
for a detailed discussion.

be seen, the delay of any video packet is no more than 10 ms in
this case. It is important to note that the reduction in the delay
for video packets does not come for free, that is, the delay for
FTP packets increases consequently. However, this is acceptable
since throughput rather than per packet delay is important to the
FTP session.

While in theory any non-decreasing function can be used as a
service curve, in practice only linear or piece-wise linear func-
tions are used for simplicity. In general, a concave service curve
results in a lower average and worst case delay for a session than a
linear or convex service curve with the same guaranteed asymp-
totic rate. However, it is impossible to have concave service
curves for all sessions and still reach high average utilization.
This is easy to understand as priority is relative and it is impos-
sible to give all sessions high priority (low delay). Formally,
the SCED algorithm can guarantee all the service curves if and
only if

P
i Si(t) � S(t) holds for anyt � 0, whereS(t) is the

amount of service the server provides by timet. That is, the sum
of the service curves over all sessions should be no more than
the server’s service curve.

B. Service Curve and Fairness

While the service curve is very general in specifying the mini-
mum amount of service (in terms of bandwidth and delay) guar-
anteed to a session or a class, it does not specify how theexcess
service, which is the extra capacity of the server beyond what
is needed to guarantee the service curves of all active sessions,
should be distributed. It is possible to have different scheduling
algorithms that provide the same service curve guarantees but
use different policies for distributing excess service. For exam-
ple, while Virtual Clock and Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)
can provide identical linear service curve guarantees, they have
different fairness properties. In particular, with Virtual Clock, it
is possible that a session does not receive service for an arbitrar-
ily long period because it received excess service in a previous
time period. On the contrary, the maximum period that an active
session does not receive service in a WFQ server isbounded.

While fairness properties have been extensively studied for
scheduling algorithms that only use sessions’ rates as parame-
ters, and there are several formal definitions of fairness, such as
the relative fairness given by Golestani [9] and the worst-case
fairness given by Bennett and Zhang [2], it is unclear what fair-
ness means and why it is important in the context of scheduling
algorithms that decouple the delay and bandwidth allocation. In
this section, we discuss the semantics of fairness properties and
argue that fairness is important even for scheduling algorithms
that provide performance guarantees by decoupling the delay
and bandwidth allocation. We then give a simple example to
illustrate that SCED is an unfair algorithm, but can be extended
to be fair.

There are two aspects of the fairness property that are of
interest: (1) the policy of distributing excess service to each of
the currently active sessions, and (2) whether and to what extent
a session receiving excess service in a previous time period will
be penalized later.

For rate-proportional scheduling algorithms, a perfectly fair
algorithm distributes the excess service to all backlogged ses-
sions proportional to their minimum guaranteed rates. In addi-
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Fig. 2. An example illustrating the benefits of delay-bandwidth decoupling. The video session requires a bandwidth of 2 MBps and has a delay target of 10 ms.
The FTP session requires 8 Mbps. The total capacity of the link is 10 Mbps. (a) The service curves and the resulting schedule when onlybandwidth is used to
specify the sessions’ requirements. The delay of the video packets is over 26 ms. (b) The service curves and the resulting schedule when delay andbandwidth
are both specified for each session. The delay of the video packets is now less than 10 ms.

tion, it does not punish a session for receiving excess service in
a previous time period. Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) is
such an idealized fair algorithm.

For scheduling algorithms based on general service curves, a
fair algorithm should (a) distribute the excess serviceaccording
to a well defined policy, and (b) not penalize a session that uses
excess service. Though these two aspects of the fairness property
are usually considered together in a formal fairness definition,
they are actually orthogonal issues. In this paper, we simply
distribute the excess service according to the service curves. It
is the second aspect of the fairness property, i.e., a session that
receives excess service in a previous time period should not be
penalized, that we would like to emphasize in this paper.

There are two reasons why it is important to have such a fair
scheduler. First, the main motivation of link-sharing service is
thedynamicsharing of resources among applications within one
ancestor class. Such dynamic resource sharing is only mean-
ingful if some applications in the class areadaptive– that is,
during certain periods, they are able to send more than their min-
imum guaranteed bandwidth. We believe that taking advantage
of the excess service in the context of hierarchical sharing is
a part of the link-sharing service, and the applications should
not be punished. Furthermore, even in a network that supports
guarantees, it is still desirable to let applications to statistically
share the fraction of resources that are either not reserved and/or
not currently being used. We believe, when coupled with the
right pricing model, a fair scheduler leads to higher application
performance and lower call blocking rate as it encourages flexi-

ble applications to reserve less resources. For example, a video
application may choose to make reservation only for its minimal
transmission quality and use the excess service to increase its
quality. In a system which penalizes a session for using excess
service, such an adaptive application runs the risk of not receiv-
ing its minimum bandwidth if it uses excess service. As a result
the application may simply choose to reserve more resources,
rather thanalwaystransmitting at its minimal quality. Second,
fairness is also important when we want to construct a hierar-
chical scheduler to support hierarchical link-sharing. In [1], it
has been shown that the accuracy of link-sharing provided by
Hierarchical Packet Fair Queueing (H-PFQ) is closely tied to
the fairness property of PFQ server nodes used to construct the
H-PFQ scheduler.

While the SCED algorithmcan guarantee all the service curves
simultaneously as long as the server’s service curve is not con-
cave, it does not have the fairness property. Consider the exam-
ple shown in Figure 3(a). Session 1 and 2 have two-piece linear
service curvesS1(�) andS2(�), respectively, where

S1(t) =

�
�t; if t � T
�t; if t > T

(5)

and

S2(t) =

�
�t; if t � T
�t; if t > T

(6)

In addition, let the server rate be one, and assume the followings
hold: � < �, i.e.,S1(�) is convex andS2(�) is concave;�+ � �
1, i.e., both service curves can be guaranteed by using SCED;
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Fig. 3. An example illustrating the “punishment” of a session under SCED: (a) the sessions’ service curves. (b) session 1 is the only active session during(0; t0].
(c) session 1 does not receive any service during(t0; t1], after session 2 becomes active att0. (d) A modified version of SCED that tries not to penalize session
1 at all, but violates session2’s service curve.

and 2� > 1, i.e., it is not possible to guarantee the peak rates of
both sessions simultaneously.

For simplicity, assume that the packets are of unit length,
and once a session becomes active it remains continuously back-
logged. Under these assumptions, the deadline of thek-th packet
of sessioni under SCED is simplyS�1

i (k) + tis, wheretis is the
time when sessioni becomes active. Similarly, the deadline of
the last packet of sessioni that has been transmitted by timet
(t � tis) is S�1

i (wi(tis; t)) + tis. Note that since sessioni is not
active untiltis, we havewi(t) = wi(0; tis)+wi(tis; t) = wi(tis; t).

Now consider the scenario in which session 1 becomes active
at time 0 and session 2 becomes active at timet0. Since session
1 is the only session active during the time interval(0; t0], it
receives all the service provided by the server, i.e.,w1(t) = t,
for any 0< t � t0 (see Figure 3(b)). Also, the deadline of the
last packet of session 1 that has been transmitted by timet0 is
S�1

1 (w1(t0)) = S�1
1 (t0).

Next, consider timet0 when the second session becomes active
(see Figure 3(c)). Since the deadline of thek-th packet of session
2 isS�1

2 (k)+ t0 and packets are served in the increasing order of
their deadlines, it follows that as long asS�1

2 (k)+t0 < S�1
1 (t0),

only the packets of session 2 are transmitted. Thus, session 1
doesnot receive any service during the time interval(t0; t1],
where t1 is the smallest time such thatS�1

2 (w2(t1)) + t0 �
S�1

1 (t0).
As shown in Figure 3(c), for any timet, w1(t) > S1(t) and

w2(t) > S2(t � t0) hold, i.e., the SCED algorithm guarantees
the service curves of both sessions. However, SCED punishes
session 2 for receiving excess service during(0; t0] by keeping
it from receiving service during(t0; t1]. This behavior makes it
difficult to use SCED in a hierarchical scheduler. To see why,
consider a simple two-level hierarchy where the bandwidth is
shared by two classes, characterized by the service curvesS1(�),
andS2(�), respectively. Then, if one of class 1’s child classes
becomes active at some point betweent0 andt1, it will not receive
any service beforet1, no matter how “important” this session is!

It is interesting to note that in a system where all the service
curves are straight lines passing through the origin, SCED re-
duces to the well-known Virtual Clock discipline. While Virtual
Clock is unfair [12], [20], there exists algorithms, such as the
various PFQ algorithms, that not only provide the same service
curve guarantees as Virtual Clock but also achieve fairness. In
PFQ algorithms, each session is associated with a virtual time
function that represents the normalized amount of service that
has been received by the session. A PFQ algorithmthen achieves

fairness by minimizing the differences among the virtual time
functions of all sessions. Since Virtual Clock is a special case of
SCED, it is natural to use the same transformation for achieving
fairness in SCED with general service curves. This is achieved
by associating with each session a generalized virtual time func-
tion, and servicing the session that has the smallest virtual time.
While we will describe the detailed algorithm in Section III, we
use the example in Figure 3(d) to illustrate the concept. The
main modification to SCED would be to useS2(t � d0) instead
ofS2(t�t0) in computing the packets’ deadlines for session 2. It
can be easily verified that ifS1(t) = r1t andS2(t) = r2t, where
r1 andr2 are the rates assigned to sessions 1 and 2 respectively,
the above algorithm behaves identically to WFQ. Figure 3(d)
shows the allocation of the service time when this discipline is
used. Note that, unlike the previous case, session 1 is no longer
penalized when session 2 becomes active.

In summary, fairness can be incorporated into service curve
based schedulers such that (a) the excess service is distributedac-
cording to the service curves of active sessions, and (b) a session
using excess service will not be penalized later. Unfortunately,
this does not come for free. As shown in Figure 3(d) the service
curve of session 2 is violated immediately after timet0. This
underlines the difficulty of simultaneously achieving fairness,
while guaranteeing the service curves. In fact, as we shall see in
the next section, in general this is impossible.

C. Fair Service Curve Link-Sharing Model

As discussed in the beginning of the paper, the important goals
of hierarchical link-sharing are: to provide guaranteed QoS for
each class, to allow priority (decoupled delay and bandwidth al-
location) among classes, and to properly distribute excess band-
width.

Since the service curve abstraction provides a general defi-
nition of QoS with decoupled delay and bandwidth allocation,
and can be extended to include the fairness property for the pur-
pose of excess bandwidth distribution, it is natural to use service
curves to define the performance goals of link-sharing, real-time
and priority services. In the Fair Service Curve link-sharing
model there is a service curve associated witheachclass in the
link-sharing hierarchy. The goal is then to (1) satisfy the service
curves of all classes simultaneously, and (2) distribute the excess
service fairly as defined in Section II-B. Note that (1) is a gen-
eral requirement that subsumes both link-sharing and real-time
performance goals. A real-time session is just a leaf class in the
hierarchy, and its performance will be automatically guaranteed
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Fig. 4. An example illustrating why it is not possible toguarantee the service curves of all the classes in the hierarchy. (a) The hierarchy and the service curves of
each class. (b) The service received by each session when sessions 2, 3, and 4 become active at time0; session 1 becomes active at timet0.

if the Fair Service Curve link-sharing model is realized.
Unfortunately, with non-linear service curves, there are time

periods when either (a) it is not possible to guarantee the service
curves of all classes, or (b) it is not possible to simultaneously
guarantee both the service curves and satisfy the fairness prop-
erty.

To see why (a) is true, consider the hierarchy in Figure 4(a).
For simplicity, assume the service curve assigned to an interior
class is the sum of the service curves of all its children. Also,
assume all sessions are continuously backlogged from time 0,
except session 1, which is idle during(0; t] and becomes back-
logged at timet. During (0; t], since session 1 is not active, its
entire service is distributed to session 2 according to the link-
sharing semantics. At time t, session 1 becomes active. In order
to satisfy session 1’s service curve, at leastS1(∆t) service needs
to be allocated for session 1 for any future time interval(t; t+∆t].
However, as shown in Figure 4(b), since the sum of all the ser-
vice curves that need to be satisfied during(t; t+ ∆t] is greater
than the server’s service curve, it is impossible to satisfy all
the service curves simultaneously during this interval. Since in
the context of service-curve-based schedulers, decoupling delay
and bandwidth allocation is equivalent to specifying a non-linear
service curve, this result translates into a fundamental conflict
between link-sharing and real-time service when the delay and
bandwidth allocation is decoupled.

To see why (b) is true, consider the example in Figure 3 again.
As shown in Figure 3(d), if fairness is to be provided, the service
curve of session 2 will be violated, i.e.,w2(t) < S2(t � t0), for
somet � t0. This is becauseaftert0 both sessions receiveservice
at a rate proportional to their slope, and since immediately after
time t0 their slopes are equal, each of them is served at a rate of
1=2, which is smaller than�, the service rate required to satisfy
S2(�).

Therefore, there are time periods when the Fair Service Curve
link-sharing model cannot be realized. In spite of this, the model
serves two purposes. First, unlike previous models, this model
explicitly defines the situations when all performance goals can-
not be simultaneously satisfied. This exposes the fundamental
architecture tradeoff decisions one has to make with respect to
the relative importance among the conflicting performance goals.
Second, the model serves as an ideal target that a scheduling al-

gorithm should approximate as closely as possible. We believe
that a scheduler should guarantee the service curves of theleaf
classes at all times while minimizing the discrepancy between
the actual service allocated to each interior class and its fair
service according to the model.

III. H IERARCHICAL FAIR SERVICE CURVE (H-FSC)

In this section, we propose a new scheduling algorithm called
Hierarchical Fair Service Curve (H-FSC) that closely approxi-
mates the ideal Fair Service Curve link-sharing model as defined
in the previous section.

A. Overview of the Algorithm

The scheduling in H-FSC is based on two criteria: thereal-
time criterionthat ensures the service curves of all leaf classes are
guaranteed, and thelink-sharing criterionthat aims to satisfy the
service curves of interior classes and fairly distribute the excess
bandwidth. The real-time criterion is used to select the packet
only if there is a potential danger that the service guarantees for
leaf classes are violated. Otherwise, the link-sharing criterion is
used. Such a policy ensures the service curve guarantees for the
leaf classes while at the same time minimizing the discrepancy
between the actual services received by interior classes and those
defined by the ideal Fair Service Curve link-sharing model.

In H-FSC,each leaf classimaintains a triplet(ei ; di; vi), while
each interior classi maintains only the parametervi. ei anddi
represent the eligible time and the deadline associated with the
packet at the head of classi’s queue, andvi is the virtual time
associated with classi. The deadlines are assigned such that if
the deadlines of all packets of a session are met, its service curve
is guaranteed. The eligible times are used to arbitrate which one
of the two scheduling criteria to use for selecting the next packet.
The packet at the head of sessioni’s queue is said to be eligible
if ei � t, wheret is the current time. Eligible times signal when
there is a potential conflict between link-sharing and real-time
goals. When there are eligible packets in the system, there is a
non-zero probability that the deadline of at least one packet is
violated if the link-sharing instead of the real-time criterion is
used. Since the real-time goal is more important, whenever there
are eligible packets, the algorithm uses the real-time criterion
to select among all eligible packets the one with the smallest
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receive packet(i; p) =� session i has received packet p�=
enqueue(queuei; p);
if (not active(i)) =� i was passive�=

update ed(i; null; p); =� updateEi, Di, computeei, di �=
update v(i; p); =� updateVi, its ancestors; computevi �=
set active(i); =� marki and its ancestors active�=

get packet() =� get next packet to send�=
if (not active(root))return ;
=� select by real-time criterion�=
i = mindjfj j leaf(j) ^ active(j) ^ (ej � current time)g;
if (exists(i))
p =dequeue(queuei);
update v(i; p); =� update virtual time�=
if (not empty (queuei))

update ed(i; p; head(queuei));
else

set passive(i); =� marki and its ancestors passive�=
else=� select active session by link-sharing criterion�=
i = root;
while (not empty(ActiveChildren(i)))
i = minvjfj 2 ActiveChildren(i)g;

p =dequeue(queuei);
update v(i; p)
if (not empty(queuei))

update d(i; p; head(queuei)) =� updatedi only�=
else

set passive(i); =� marki and its ancestors passive�=
send packet(p);

Fig. 5. The Hierarchical Fair Service Curve (H-FSC) algorithm. There-
ceivepacketfunction is executedevery time a packet arrives; theget packet
function is executed every time a packet departs to select the next packet to
send.

deadline. At any given time when there is no eligible packet, the
algorithm applies the link-sharing criterion recursively, starting
from the root and stopping at a leaf class, selecting ateach level
the class with the smallest virtual time. While deadline and
eligible times are associated only with leaf classes, virtual times
are associated with both interior and leaf classes. The virtual
time of a class represents the normalized amount of service that
has been received by the class. In a perfectly fair system, the
virtual times of all active sibling classes at each level in the
hierarchy should be identical. The objective of the link-sharing
criterion is then to minimize the discrepancies between virtual
times of sibling classes. The pseudo code of H-FSC is given in
Figure 5. A leaf class is said to beactive if it has at least one
packet enqueued. An interior class isactiveif at least one of the
leaf classes among its descendents is active. Otherwise a class is
said to bepassive. In computing the eligible time, the deadline,
and the virtual time, the algorithm uses three curves, one for
each parameter: the eligible curveEi, the deadline curveDi ,
and the virtual curveVi. The exact algorithms to update these
curves are presented in Sections III-B and III-C.

There are several noteworthy points about this algorithm.
First, while H-FSC needs to use two packet selection criteria to
support link-sharing and real-time services, Hierarchical Packet
Fair Queueing (H-PFQ) [1] selects packets solely based on the

link-sharing criterion, and yet, it can support both link-sharing
and real-time services. This is because H-PFQ guarantees only
linear service curves, and it is feasible to guarantee all linear
service curves simultaneously in a class hierarchy. In contrast,
H-FSC supports priority, i.e., decoupled delay and bandwidth
allocation, by guaranteeing non-linear service curves. As we
have shown in Section II, it is in general infeasible to guarantee
all non-linear service curves simultaneously in a class hierarchy.
Consequently, H-FSC uses two separate criteria for each of the
link-sharing and real-time goals, and employs the mechanism of
eligible time to determine which criterion to use. Second, the
algorithm uses three types of time parameter: deadline, eligi-
ble time, and virtual time. While leaf classes maintain all three
parameters, the interior classes maintain only the virtual time
parameter. This is because deadlines and eligible times are used
for the purpose of guaranteeing the service curves, and H-FSC
provides service curve guarantees only for leaf classes. On the
other hand, virtual times are used for the purpose of hierarchical
link-sharing that involves the entire hierarchy, and therefore are
maintained by all classes in the hierarchy. Note that although in
H-FSC virtual times are computed based on the classes’ service
curves to achieve fairness and hierarchical link-sharing, H-FSC
can potentially use other policies to distribute the excess service.
We choose to use the same curve for both the real-time and link-
sharing policies for its simplicity. The same tradeoff was made
by many of the previous fair queueing algorithms [2], [6], [9],
[11], [13]. A third point to notice is that while all three parame-
ters are time values, they are measured with respect to different
clocks. Deadlines and eligible times are measured in wall-clcok
time. In contrast, the virtual time of a class is measured with
respect to the total amount of service received by the class and
so only the relative differences between virtual times of sibling
classes are important.

Finally, in addition to the advantage of decoupling delay and
bandwidth allocation by supporting non-linear service curves,
H-FSC provides tighter delay bounds than H-PFQ even for class
hierarchies with only linear service curves. The key observation
is that in H-PFQ, packet scheduling is solely based on the link-
sharing criterion, which needs to go recursively from the root
class to a leaf class when selecting the next packet for transmis-
sion. The net effect is that the delay bound provided to a leaf
class increases with the depth of the leaf in the hierarchy [1]. In
contrast, in H-FSC, the delay bound of a leaf class is determined
by the real-time criterion, which considers only the leaf classes.
Therefore, the delay bound is independent of the class hierarchy.

B. Deadline and Eligible Time

In this section, we present the algorithm to compute the dead-
line and the eligible time for each leaf class.

For each leaf classi, the algorithm maintains two curves, one
for each time parameter: the eligible curveEi(aki ; �) and the
deadline curveDi(aki ; �), whereaki represents the beginning of
the k-th active (backlogged) period of classi. In addition, it
keeps a variableci, which is incremented by the packet length
each time a classi packet is selected using thereal-time criterion.
Thus ci represents the total amount of service that the class
has received when selectedunder the real-time criterion. Like
SCED, the deadline curveDi(a

k
i ; �) is initialized to its service
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update ed(i; p; next p)
static a;
if (not active(i))
=� session i becomes active�=
a = current time;
update DC(i; a); =� update deadline curveDi (Eq. (7))�=
update EC(i; a); =� update eligible curveEi (Eq. (11))�=

if (p ! = null)
ci = ci + length(p);

=� update deadline (Eq. (4))�=
di = D�1

i (a; ci + length(next p));
ei = E�1

i (a; ci); =� update eligible time�=

(a)

update d(i; p; next p)
di = D�1

i (a; ci � length(p) + length(next p));

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) The function which updates the deadline and the eligible curves,
and computes the deadline and the eligible time for each leaf class (session).
Note that the eligible and the deadline curves are updated only when the
session becomes active. (b) The function which updates the deadline, when
the session has been served by the link-sharing criterion. This is because
the new packet at the head of the queue may have a different length.

curveSi(�), and is updatedeach time sessioni becomes active
at timeaki according to

Di(a
k
i ; t) = min(Di(a

k�1
i ; t); Si(t� aki ) + ci(a

k
i ));

t � aki : (7)

Here we useci(aki ) to denote the total service2 received by class
i by the real-time criterion at timeaki . Sinceci doesnotchange
when a session receives service via the link-sharingcriterion, the
deadlines of future packets are not affected (see Figure 6). This
is the essence of the “non-punishment” aspect of the fairness
property.

While deadlines are used to guarantee service curves of leaf
classes, eligible times are used to arbitrate which one of the
two scheduling criteria is used to choose the next packet for
service. The key observation is that with non-linear service
curves, sometimes it is not possible to achieve perfect link-
sharing and guarantee all service curves at the same time. A
typical situation is when a sessioni with a concave service curve
becomes active ataki , joining sessions that have convex service
curves. Before sessioni joins, the other sessions receive the
excess service, but their deadline curves are not updated. When
sessioni becomes active, if the sum of the slopes of all active
sessions’ deadline curves at timet is larger than the server’s rate,
it is impossible to satisfy the service curves of all sessions.

The only solution is to have the server allocates “enough”
service in advance to active sessions by the real-time criterion,
such that the server has sufficient capacity to satisfy the service
curves of all sessions when new sessions become active. How-
ever, whenever a packet is served using the real-time criterion
despite another packet having a smaller virtual time, there is a
departure from the ideal link-sharing distribution. Therefore, to

2Note that Eq. (7) is the same as Eq. (3), except thatci is used instead ofwi .

minimize the deviation from the ideal FSC link-sharing model,
we want to serve packets using the real-time criteriononlywhen
there is a danger of violating the guarantees for leaf classes in
the future.

In H-FSC, eligible times are used to arbitrate which one of the
two scheduling criteria is to be applied to select the next packet.
To give more insight on the concept of eligibility, letE(t) be
the minimum amount of service that allactivesessions should
receive by timet, such that irrespective of the arrival traffic, the
aggregate service time required by all sessions during any future
time interval(t; t0] cannotexceedR � (t0 � t), whereR is the
server capacity. Note that this is a necessary condition: if the
active sessions do not receive at leastE(t) service by timet, then
there exists a scenario in which the service curve of at least one
session will be violated in the future. Intuitively, the worst case
scenario occurs whenall sessions are continuously active after
time t [18]. Because the above condition holds for any future
time t0, we have

E(t) =
X

i2A(t)

Di(ai; t) (8)

+[max
t0>t

(
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t))

+
X

i2P(t)

(Di(t; t0)�Di(t; t))� R� (t0 � t))]+;

whereai represents the last time, no larger thant, when session
i became active,A(t) denotes the set of active sessions at time
t, P(t) denotes the set of passive sessions at timet, and [x]+

denotes max(x; 0). The above equation reads as follows. In
the worst case, all active sessions continue to remain active up
to time t0, and all passive sessions become immediately active
at timet and remain active during the entire interval(t; t0]. As
a result, the maximum amount of service required over the in-
terval (t; t0] by the sessions that are already active at timet isP

i2A(t)(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t)), while the maximum amount of
service required by the sessions that are passive up to timet over
the same interval is

P
i2P(t)(Di(t; t0)�Di(t; t)). Since all ses-

sions together can receive at mostR� (t0 � t) of service during
the interval(t; t0], and since by timet the active sessions should
have received at least

P
i2A(t)Di(ai; t) in order to satisfy their

service curves, the above equation follows.
Thus,E(t) represents the minimum amount of service that

should be allocated to the active sessions by timet using the
real-time criterion in order to guarantee the service curves of all
sessions in the future. The remaining (excess) service can be
allocated by the link-sharing criterion. Furthermore, it can be
shown that the SCED algorithm is optimal in the sense that it can
guarantee the service curves of all sessions by allocating exactly
E(t) of service to the active sessions by timet. A possible
algorithm would then be simply to allocateE(t) of service to
active sessions by the real-time criterion, and redistribute the
excess service according to the link-sharing criterion. The major
challenge in implementing such an algorithm is computingE(t)
efficiently. Unfortunately, this is difficult for several reasons.
First, as shown in Eq. (8),E(t) depends not only on the deadline
curves of the active sessions, but also on the deadline curves of
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the passive ones. Since according to Eq. (7), the deadline curve
of a session depends on the time when the session becomes
active, this means that we need to keep track of all these possible
changes, which in the worst case is proportional to the number
of sessions. Second, even if all deadline curves are two-piece
linear, the resulting curveE(t) can ben piece-wise linear, which
is difficult to maintain and implement efficiently. Therefore, we
choose to trade complexity foraccuracy, by overestimatingE(t).
The first step in the approximation is to note that if sessioni
becomes active at timet, we have (see Eq. (7)):

Di(t; t
0)�Di(t; t) � Si(t

0 � t); t0 � t: (9)

By using this inequality and the fact that
P

i Si(t) � R� t, for
anyt, the below derivation from Eq. (8) follows

E(t) =
X

i2A(t)

Di(ai; t)

+[max
t0>t

(
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t)) (10)

+
X

i2P(t)

(Di(t; t0)�Di(t; t))� R� (t0 � t))]+

�
X

i2A(t)

Di(ai; t) + [max
t0>t

(
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t))

+
X

i2P(t)

Si(t
0 � t) �R� (t0 � t))]+

�
X

i2A(t)

Di(ai; t) + [max
t0>t

(
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t))

+
X

i2P(t)

Si(t
0 � t) �

X
i2A(t)[P(t)

Si(t
0 � t))]+

=
X

i2A(t)

Di(ai; t) + [max
t0>t

(
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t)

�Si(t
0 � t)))]+

�
X

i2A(t)

(Di(ai; t) + [max
t0>t

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t)

�Si(t
0 � t))]+):

Finally, we define the session’s eligible curve to be

Ei(ai; t) = Di(ai; t) + [max
t0>t

(Di(ai; t0)�Di(ai; t)

�Si(t
0 � t))]+; t � ai; (11)

where againai represents the time when sessioni becomes
active. The eligible curveEi(ai; t) determines the maximum
amount of service received by sessioni at time t by the real-
time criterion, when sessioni is continuously backlogged during
(ai; t]. Since

P
i2A(t)Ei(ai; t) � E(t), we have a sufficient

condition.Ei(�; �) is updated every time sessioni becomes active
by the functionupdate EC according to Eq. (11) (see Figure 6).
It is important to note that even though the formula, which is
applicable to algorithms with service curves of arbitrary shapes
looks complicated the eligible curves are actually quite simple
to compute in the specific cases that we are interested in. For
example, for a session with a concave service curve the eligible
curve is the same as the deadline curve. Intuitively this is easy

update v(i; p)
static a;
n = parent(i);
if (not active(i))
a = current time; =�classi becomes active�=
vi = max(vi; vsn); =� v

s
n = (mini2ActiveChildren(n)(vi)+

maxi2ActiveChildren(n)(vi))=2 �=
update VC(i); =� update eligible curveVi by Eq. (12)�=
if (active(n))

return ;
else=�classi is already active�=
wi = wi + length(p);
vi = V �1

i (a;wi);
if (n 6= ROOT )

update v(n; p);

Fig. 7. The function which updates the virtual time curves and the virtual times
in H-FSC.

to understand as the minimum service rate required by a session
with a concave service curve will not increase in the future, thus
there is no need to provide future service for it. Similarly, for a
session with a two-piece linear convex service curve (first slope
�, second slope�, where� > �), the eligible curve is the linear
curve with the slope of�.

C. Virtual Time

The concept of virtual time was first proposed in the context
of Packet Fair Queueing (PFQ) and Hierarchical Packet Fair
Queueing (H-PFQ) algorithms to achieve fairness, real-time,
and hierarchical link-sharing. In H-FSC, we use a generalized
version of virtual time to achieve hierarchical link-sharing.

Each Fair Queueing algorithmmaintains a system virtual time
vs(�) [9]. In addition it associates toeach sessioni a virtual start
time si(�), and a virtual finish timefi(�). Intuitively, vs(t)
represents the normalized fair amount of service time thateach
session should have received by timet, si(t) represents the
normalized amount of service that sessioni has received by time
t, andfi(t) represents the sum betweensi(t) and the normalized
service that sessioni should receive when the packet at the
head of its queue is served. Sincesi(t) keeps track of the service
received by sessioni by timet, si(t) is also called the virtual time
of sessioni, and alternatively denotedvi(t). The goal of all PFQ
algorithms is then to minimize the discrepancies amongvi(t)’s
andvs(t). In a H-PFQ system, each class keeps a virtual time
function and the goal is to minimize the discrepancies among the
virtual times of all sibling classes in the hierarchy. Various PFQ
algorithms differ in two aspects: the computation of the system
virtual time function, and the packet selection policy. Examples
of system virtual time functions are the virtual start time of the
packet currently being served [11], the virtual finish time of the
packet currently being served [9], and the minimum between the
current value of a linear function that advances at the server’s
rate, and the smallest of the virtual start times of all packets
at the heads of currently backlogged queues [1]. Examples of
packet selection policies are Smallest Start time First (SSF) [11],
Smallest Finish time First (SFF) [9], and Smallest EligibleFinish
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timeFirst (SEFF) [2], [17]. Thechoiceof different systemvirtual
time functions and packet selection policies affects the real-time
and fairness properties of the resulting PFQ algorithm.

Similar to H-PFQ, for each classi in the hierarchy, H-FSC
maintains a virtual time functionvi(t) that represents the nor-
malized amount of service that classi has received by timet.
In H-FSC, virtual times are used by the link-sharing criterion to
distribute service among the hierarchy according to classes’ ser-
vice curves. The link-sharing criterion is used to select the next
packet only when the real-time criterion is not used. Since the
real-time guarantees for leaf classes are ensured by the real-time
criterion, the effect on performance by having different system
virtual time functions and packet selection algorithms in the link-
sharing criterion is less critical. In H-FSC we use the SSF policy
and the system virtual time functionvsi = (vi;min + vi;max)=2,
wherevi;min andvi;max are the minimum and the maximum
virtual start times among the active children of classi. By doing
so, we ensure that the discrepancy between the virtual times of
any two active sibling leaf classes is bounded (see Section V).
It is interesting to note that settingvsi to eithervi;min or vi;max

results in a discrepancy proportional to the number of sibling
classes.

In H-FSC,vi(t) is iteratively computed by using the previous
virtual time function and the class’ service curve. Virtual times
are updated when a packet starts being serviced or a class be-
comes active. The functionupdate v for this purpose is shown
in Figure 7. Notice thatupdate v recursively updates the vir-
tual times and the virtual curves in the hierarchy by following
child-parent links till it reaches the root or a parent class that is
already active.

In the algorithm, we actually maintain a virtual curveVi, the
inverse function ofvi, instead ofvi. When classi becomes active
for the first time,Vi is initialized toi’s service curveSi(�). Vi
is then updated by using theupdate VC function every time the
class becomes active at timeaki , the beginning of thek-th active
period, based on the following formula

Vi(a
k
i ; v) = min(Vi(ak�1

i ; v); Si(v � vsp(i)(a
k
i )) + wi(a

k
i ));

v � vsp(i)(a
k
i ); (12)

wherewi(aki ) is the total amount of service received by classi
by timeaki , both by the link-sharing and the real-time criteria,
whilevsp(i)(a

k
i ) is the system virtual time associated to the parent

of classi. Note that we usev instead oft in the above equation
to reflect the fact thatVi is a function of the virtual time. Finally,
it is worth noting that whenSi(�) is a straight line with sloperi,
from Eq. (12) we haveVi(aki ; v) = riv. Then, the virtual time
vi is simplyV �1(aki ;wi) = wi=ri, which is exactly the virtual
time of sessioni in PFQ algorithms.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION ISSUES ANDCOMPLEXITY

The functionsreceive packet and get packet described in
Figure 5 are called each time a packet arrives or departs. In our
current implementation we maintain two requests per session,
one characterized by the eligible time and deadline, called the
real-time request, and the other characterized by the virtual time,
called thelink-sharing request. For maintaining the real-time re-
quests we can use either an augmented binary tree data structure
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Fig. 8. The service curve associated with a sessioni is characterized by its
maximum delaydmax

i
, maximum unit of workumax

i
, and average rateri.

(a) If umax
i

=dmax
i

> ri, the service curve is concave; (b) otherwise, it is
convex.

as the one described in [16], or a calendar queue [3] for keeping
track of the eligible times in conjunction with a heap for main-
taining the requests’ deadlines. While the former method makes
it possible to perform insertion and deletion (of the eligible re-
quest with the minimum deadline) inO(logn), wheren is the
number of active sessions, the latter method is slightly faster on
average. The link-sharing requests are stored in a heap based on
their virtual times.

Besides maintaining the request data structures, the algorithm
has to compute the various curves, and update the eligible time,
the deadline, and the virtual time. While it is expensive to
update general service curves, in practice the complexity can
be significantly reduced by considering only piece-wise linear
curves.

Up to this point, our results apply to classes with general
non-decreasing service curves. However, for simplicity, in our
implementation we consider concave and convex service curves
only. Each sessioni is characterized by three parameters: the
largest unit of work,denotedumax

i , for which thesession requires
delay guarantee, the guaranteed delaydmax

i , and the session’s
average rateri. As an example, if a session requires per packet
delay guarantee, thenumax

i represents the maximum size of a
packet. Similarly, a video or an audio session can require per
frame delay guarantee, by settingumax

i to the maximum size of a
frame. The session’s requirements are mapped onto a two-piece
linear service curve, which for computation efficiency is defined
by the following three parameters: the slope of the first segment
m1
i , the slope of the second segmentm2

i , and thex-coordinate
of the intersection between the two segmentsxi. The mapping
(umax

i ; dmax
i ; ri) ! (m1

i ; xi;m
2
i ) for both concave and convex

curves is illustrated in Figure 8.

It can be easily verified from Eq. (7) that any deadline curve
that is initialized to a service curve of one of the two types
discussed above remains a two-piece linear service curve after
eachupdate operation. It is worth noting that although all two-
piece linearconcavecurves exhibit this nice property, this is not
true for all two-piece linear convex curves. In fact, it can be
shown that only two-piece linear convex service curves which
have their first segment parallel to thex-axis have this property.
Since the first segment of a deadline curve does not necessarily
intersect the origin, we need an extra parameter to uniquely
characterize a deadline curve. For this purpose we use they-
coordinate of the intersection between the two segments and
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update DC(i; a)
if ((m1

i > m2
i ) and (ci + ySi � yi > m2

i � (a+ xSi � xi)))
=�Di concave and intersectsSi(t� a) + ci �=
temp = yi �m2

ixi; =� compute intersection point�=
xi = (ci �m1

ia � temp)=(m2
i �m1

i );
yi = m2

ixi + temp;
else
xi = a+ xSi ;
yi = ci + ySi ;

Fig. 9. The function which updates the deadline curveDi. a respresents the
time when the session becomes active,ci is the amount of service that has
been received by sessioni by the real-time criterion,xi and yi are the
coordinates of the inflexion point of the deadline curve, whilexS

i
andyS

i

are the coordinates of the inflexion point ofSi(�).

denote ityi. The pseudocode for updating a deadline curve is
presented in Figure 9. The only parameters that are modified
are the coordinates of the segments intersection pointxi andyi;
the slopes of the two segments,m1

i andm2
i , remain unchanged.

The deadline curve, as well as the virtual and eligible curves, is
updatedonly when the state of a session changes from passive
to active. As long as the session remains active, no curves need
to be updated.

The update operation of the virtual curve is performed by
update VC. Since this function is very similar toupdate DC
— the only difference is that instead of usingci anda, we use
the total servicewi and the virtual timevsp(i), respectively — we
do not show it here.

Although from Eq. (11) it appears that the computation of the
eligible curve is quite complex, it turns out that it can be done
very efficiently in our case: if the deadline curve is concave,
then the eligible curve simply equals to the deadline curve; if the
deadline curve is two-piece linear convex, then the eligible curve
is simply a line that starts at the same point as the first segment
of the deadline curve, and has the same slope as the deadline
curve’s second segment.

Thus, updating the deadline, eligible and virtual curves takes
constant time. Computing the eligible time, deadline and vir-
tual time reduces to the computation of the inverse of a two-
piece linear function, which takes also constant time. Conse-
quently, H-FSC takesO(logn) to execute per packet arrival or
packet departure, which is similar to other packet scheduling
algorithms [1].

V. DELAY AND FAIRNESSPROPERTIES OFH-FSC

In this section, we present our main theoretical results on the
delay and fairness properties of H-FSC. The proofs can be found
in [18]. For the rest of the discussion, we consider thearrival
time of a packet to be the time when the last bit of the packet has
been received, and thedepartingtime to be the time when the
last bit of the packet has been transmitted.

The following theorem shows that by computing the deadline
of each packet based onDi, as defined by Eq. (7), we can indeed
guarantee the service curveSi of sessioni.

Theorem 1:The service curve of a session is guaranteed if
each of its packets is transmitted before its deadline.

The next theorem gives a tight delay bound for H-FSC. In
conjunction with the previous theorem, this result shows that, in

H-FSC, the service curves are guaranteed to within the size of a
packet of maximum length.

Theorem 2:The H-FSC algorithm guarantees that the dead-
line of any packet is not missed by more than�max, where�max

represents the time to transmit a packet of maximum length.
Unlike H-PFQ, the delay bound of H-FSC doesnot depend

on the number of levels in the hierarchy. This is simply because
the computation of the deadlines are based on the service curves
of the leaf classes only, and packet selection using the real-time
criteria is independent of the hierarchy structure.

Next, Theorem 3 characterizes the fairness of H-FSC for leaf
classes, by giving a bound on the discrepancy between the actual
service distribution and the ideal link-sharing model.

Theorem 3:In H-FSC, the difference between the virtual
times of any two sibling leaf classes that are simultaneously
active is bounded by a constant.

From the theorem, the following corollary immediately fol-
lows:

Corollary 1 In H-FSC, for any two sibling leaf classesi andj
that are continuously active during a time interval(t1; t2], the
following holds,

j (vi(t2) � vi(t1))� (vj(t2) � vj(t1)) j< B; (13)

where B depends on the characteristics of the service curves of
sessionsi andj.

In other words, the difference between the normalized service
time that each session should receive during the interval(t1; t2]
is bounded. It can be easily shown that when the service curves
for classesi andj are linear,B reduces to the fairness metric
defined by Golestani [9].

Unlike the discrepancy between two sibling leaf classes which
is bounded by a value that depends on service curves associated
with classesi and j only, in the case of two interior sibling
classes, this discrepancy depends onall sessions in the system.
This is because the scheduler uses the real-time criterion when-
ever a session is eligible, independent of the position of the
session in the hierarchy. Thus, the bound for the discrepancy be-
tween two interior classes increases with the number of sessions
in the system. To reduce this discrepancy, a possible solution is
to use the global eligible curveE, computed by Eq. (8), instead
of the individual sessions’ eligible curves. However, as dis-
cussed in Section III-B, this increases the complexity of H-FSC.
How much we can reduce the discrepancy and how to reduce the
complexity of computingE are topics of future research.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

We have implemented H-FSC in a simulator and in the ker-
nel of NetBSD 1.2 on the Intel i386 architecture. We use a
calendar queue in conjunction with a heap to maintain the real-
time requests, and a heap at each interior class to maintain the
link-sharing requests. The simulator and the NetBSD imple-
mentation share basically the same code. The only difference
is that in the NetBSD implementation, we use the CPU clock
cycle counter provided by the Intel Pentium Pro processor as
a fine grain real-time clock for eligible time and deadline ma-
nipulations. In NetBSD, besides the scheduler, we have also
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Fig. 10. Class Hierarchy.

implemented a packet classifier that maps IPv4 packets to the
appropriate classes in the hierarchy.3

We evaluate the H-FSC algorithm using both simulation and
measurement experiments. The experiments are performed on
a 200 MHz Intel Pentium Pro system with 256 KB on-chip L2
cache, 32 MB of RAM, and a 3COM Etherlink III ISA Ethernet
interface card. We instrumented the kernel such that we can
record a log of events (such as enqueue and dequeue) with time-
stamps (using the CPU clock cycle counter) in a system memory
buffer while the experiments are running, and later retrieve the
contents of the log through anioctl system call for post-
processing and analysis. In the rest of this section, we present
results to evaluate H-FSC’s performance in three aspects: (1)
H-FSC’s ability to provide real-time guarantees, (2) H-FSC’s
support for link-sharing, and (3) the computation overhead of
our implementation of the algorithm.

A. Real-time Guarantees

We use simulation to evaluate the delay properties of H-FSC
because we can have better control over traffic sources in the
simulator. We compare H-FSC to H-WF2Q+, which, to the best
of our knowledge, achieves the tightest delay bounds among all
hierarchical packet fair queueing algorithms [1].

Consider the two-level class hierarchy shown in Figure 10.
The value undereach class represents the bandwidth guaranteed
to that class. In our experiment, the audio session sends 160
byte packets every 20 ms, while the video session sends 8 KB
packets every 33 ms. All the other sessions send 4 KB packets
and the FTP session is continuously backlogged.

To demonstrate H-FSC’s ability to ensure low delay for real-
time connections, we target for a 5 ms delay for the audio ses-
sion, and a 10 ms delay for the video session. To achieve these
objectives, we assign to the audio session the service curve
Sa = (umax

a = 160 bytes; dmax
a = 5 ms; ra = 64 Kbps),

and to the video session the service curveSv = (umax
v =

8 KB; dmax
v = 10 ms; rv = 2 Mbps). Also, in order to pass the

admission control test, we assign to the FTP session the service
curveSFTP = (umax

FTP = 4 KB; dmax
FTP = 16.25 ms; rFTP =

5 Mbps). The service curves of all the other sessions and classes
are linear.

3This implementation is now publicly available for both NetBSD and FreeBSD
athttp://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜hzhang/HFSC/ .
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Figure 11 shows the delay distribution for the audio and video
sessions under H-WF2Q+ and H-FSC. Clearly, H-FSC achieves
much lower delays for both audio and video sessions. The
reduction in delay with H-FSC is especially significant for the
audio session. This is a direct consequence of H-FSC’s ability to
decouple delay and bandwidth allocation. The periodic variation
in the delay, especially under H-WF2Q+ , mirrors the periodic
activity of the ON-OFF source. H-WF2Q+ is more sensitive
to these variations due to the coupling between bandwidth and
delay allocation. Intuitively, when the ON-OFF source becomes
active, the number of packets from competing sessions that an
audio or video packet has to wait before receiving service almost
doubles and the delay increasesaccordingly.4 On the other
hand, H-FSC ignores the class hierarchy in satisfying the delay
requirements. Therefore, when the ON-OFF session becomes
active, the number of additional packets from competing sessions
an audio or video packet has to wait before being transmitted
increases by less than 20 % because the bandwidth of the ON-
OFF session accounts for only 18 % of the total bandwidth.

B. Link-sharing

To evaluate H-FSC’s support for link-sharing, we conduct the
following experiment using our NetBSD/i386 implementation
as the platform.

We set up a class hierarchy similar to the one in Figure 10
except that there are only 4 sessions at each level. The sessions
at level one all have bandwidth reservation of 1.5 Mbps, and the
sessions at level two have bandwidth reservations of 80 Kbps,
480 Kbps, 1.44 Mbps and 2 Mbps respectively. The total aggre-
gate bandwidth reservation is 10 Mbps – Ethernet’s theoretical
maximum throughput. All sessions are continuouslybacklogged
except for the 2 Mbps session which is an ON-OFF source. The
traffic load is generated by a self-timed user-level program that
sends UDP packets of size 512 bytes for each session at the re-
quired rates. Figure 12 shows the bandwidth vs. time graph for

4Because the bandwidth of the ON-OFF session accounts for 40 % of the total
bandwidth of class A, when the ON-OFF session becomes active, the number of
packets of class A that have deadlines within a time interval also increases by
approximately 40 %.
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Fig. 11. Delay for audio and video sessions.

four sessions at level 2 in the hierarchy. To compute the band-
width, a 37.5 ms averaging interval is used for all sessions except
that a 60 ms interval is used for the 80 Kbps session due to its
low packet rate. As can be seen, when the 2 Mbps ON-OFF ses-
sion is idle, its bandwidth is fairly distributed to the other three
competing sessions, while when all sessions are active, they all
received their guaranteed rates.

C. Computation Overhead

There are generally three types of computation overhead in-
volved in our implementation of H-FSC: packet classification,
enqueue, and dequeue.

We first measure the packet classification overhead in our
NetBSD/i386 implementation. To reduce the overhead of packet
classification, a hashing-based algorithm is used. As a result,
under light load, only the first packet of a class incurs the cost
of full classification. Subsequent packets from this class are
classified based on the class’s hash values. While the worst-case
overhead in our implementation increases with the number of
classes in the hierarchy, the average time to classify a packet
based on hashing is about 3�s.

To measure the enqueue and dequeue overhead, we run the
simulator in single user mode on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro sys-
tem with 256 KB L2 cache and 32 MB of memory running
the unchanged NetBSD 1.2 kernel. Since essentially identical
code is used in both the simulator and the NetBSD kernel imple-

mentation, the results also reflect the overhead in the NetBSD
implementation.

In all experiments presented in this section, we measure (1) the
average enqueue time, (2) the average dequeue time for selecting
a packet by both the link-sharing and the real-time criteria, and
(3) the average per packet queueing overhead, which is the total
overhead of the algorithm divided by the number of packets
forwarded. In each case, we compute the averages over the
time interval between the transmission of the 10,000-th and
the 20,000-th packet to remove the transient regimes from the
beginning and the end of the simulation.

In the first experiment, we use one level hierarchies where the
number of sessions varies from 1 to 1000 in increments of 100.
The link bandwidth is divided equally among all sessions. The
traffic of each session is modeled by a two state Markov pro-
cess with an average rate of 0.95 of its reserved rate. As shown
in Figure 13(a), enqueue and dequeue times increase very little
as the number of sessions increases from 100 to 1000. This
is to be expected as H-FSC has a logarithmic time complexity.
Based on the average per packet queueing overhead, we can es-
timate the throughput of our implementation. For example, with
1000 sessions, since the average per packet queueing overhead
is approximately 9�s, adding the 3�s steady-state packet clas-
sification overhead, we expect our implementation to be able to
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Fig. 13. (a) The overheads for a flat hierarchy with 1, 100,� � �, and 1000 sessions. (b) The overheads for a one-level, two-level, and three-level hierarchies, with
each hierarchy having 1000 sessions.

forward over 83,000 packets per second.5

In the second experiment, we study the impact of the number
of levels in the class hierarchy on the overhead. We do this by
keeping the number of sessions constant at 1000 while varying
the number of levels. We consider three hierarchies: one-level,
two-level with 10 internal classes, each having 100 child classes,
and three-level with each internal class having 10 child classes.
As shown in Figure 13(b), theenqueue and dequeue times as well
as the average per packet queueing overhead increase linearly
with the number of levels. Again, this is expected since each
additional level adds a fixed overhead for updating the virtual
times in the hierarchy which, in our case, dominates the variable
overhead that is logarithmic in the number of child classes at
each level.

Finally, we consider the case when all sessions are contin-
uously backlogged. The average enqueue time in this case is
very small (less than 0:3�s) as a packet arriving at a non-empty
queue is just added at the end of the queue without invoking
any other processing by the algorithm. However, both types of
dequeue times increase accordingly. This is because whenever
a packet arrives at an empty queue or a packet is dequeued, our
algorithmmoves the real-time requests that have become eligible
from the calendar queue into the heap. Since in this experiments
all sessions are backlogged, this cost is charged to the dequeue
operations only. Nevertheless, the average per packet queueing
overhead changes little. For the flat hierarchy with 1000 ses-
sions, the average per packet overhead is 8:79�s, while for the
three-level hierarchy it is 11:54�s.

We note that all these results are obtained with relatively un-
tuned code. We expect that the overhead can be significantly
reduced with proper optimizations.

VII. RELATED WORK

Class Based Queueing [7] and Hierarchical Packet Fair Queue-
ing [1] are two algorithms that aim to support hierarchical link-
sharing, real-time and priority services.

A CBQ server consists of a link-sharing scheduler and a gen-

5This figure does not take into account route lookup and other system related
overheads.

eral scheduler. The link-sharing scheduler decides whether to
regulate a class based on link-sharing rules and mark packets
of regulated classes as ineligible. The general scheduler serves
eligible packets using a static priority policy.

The key difference between H-FSC and CBQ is that H-FSC is
designed using a formal approach. By presenting a formal model
that precisely defines all the important goals of link-sharing, real-
time, and priority services, we expose the fundamental tradeoffs
between conflicting performance goals. This enables us to de-
sign an algorithm, H-FSC, that not only provides better and
stronger real-time guarantees than CBQ, but also supports more
accurate link-sharing service than CBQ. In addition, H-FSC of-
fers much stronger protection among traffic classes than CBQ
when priority is supported.

For real-time services, H-FSC provides per session delay
bound that is decoupled from the bandwidth requirement while
CBQ provides one delay bound for all real-time sessions shar-
ing the link. In addition, the delay bound provided by CBQ
accounts only for the delay incurred by the general scheduler,
but not the delay potentially incurred by the link-sharing sched-
uler. Since a traffic stream that is smooth at the entrance to the
network may become burstier inside the network due to network
load fluctuations, the link-sharing scheduler for a router inside
the network may regulate the stream. With certain regulators
such as those defined in [8], [21], this regulation delay does not
increase the end-to-end delay bound. However, the regulating
algorithm implemented by the link-sharing scheduler in CBQ
is based on link-sharing rules and is quite different from the
well understood regulators defined in [8], [21]. In addition, in
order for the end-to-end delay bound of a session to not be af-
fected by the regulating delay, the session’s parameters need to
be consistent among all regulators in the network. In CBQ, the
regulation process is affected by the link-sharing structure and
policy, which are independently set at each router. Therefore, it
is unclear how end-to-end delay bound will be affected by the
regulation of link-sharing schedulers.

For link-sharing service, by approximating the ideal and well-
defined Fair Service Curve link-sharing model, H-FSC can iden-
tify precisely and efficiently during run-time the instances when
there are conflicts between requirements of the leaf classes (real-
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time) and interior classes (link-sharing). Therefore, H-FSC can
closely approximate the ideal link-sharing service without neg-
atively affecting the performance of real-time sessions. With
CBQ, there could be situations where the performance of real-
time sessions is affected under the Formal-Link-Sharing or even
the more restricting Ancestor-Only rules [7]. To avoid the effect
on real-time sessions, a more restrictive Top-Level link-sharing
policy is defined.

Another difference between H-FSC and CBQ is that in H-
FSC, priorities for packets are dynamically assigned based on
service curves, while in CBQ, they are statically assigned based
on priority classes. In CBQ, the link-sharing rule is affected
only by bandwidth; once packets become eligible, they have a
static priority. This has some undesirable consequences. As
an example, consider the class hierarchy in Figure 1, assume
that CMU has many active video streams (priority 1) but no
data traffic (priority 2), according to the link-sharing rule, CMU
video traffic will become eligibleat a rate of 25 Mbps. Once they
become eligible, they will all be served at the highest priority
by the general scheduler. This will negatively affect not only
the delay bound provided to U. Pitt’s real-time traffic, but also
the average delay of U. Pitt’s data traffic, which is served by
the general scheduler at a lower priority. In contrast, H-FSC
provides much stronger firewall protection between different
classes. The service curve of a leaf class will be guaranteed
regardlessof the behavior of other classes. In addition, link-
sharing among classes is also dictated by service curves. The
excess service received by a class will be limited by its ancestors’
service curves, which specify both bandwidth and priority in an
integrated fashion.

Like H-FSC, H-PFQ is also rooted in a formal framework. The
major difference between H-PFQ and H-FSC is that H-FSC de-
couples the delay and bandwidth allocation, thus achieves more
flexible resource management and higher resource utilization. In
addition, unlike H-PFQ where a session’s delay bound increases
with the depth of the hierarchy, the delay bound provided by
H-FSC is not affected by the depth of the hierarchy.

In this paper, we use service-curve based schedulers to achieve
decoupling of delay and bandwidth allocation. In [12], [19], it
has been shown that more general service curves other than linear
curves can be supported by GPS. However, this general resource
assignment of GPS is only possible ifall relevant sessions in
theentirenetwork are policed at the sources. Therefore, sources
will not be able to opportunistically utilize the excess bandwidth
available in the network by sending more traffic than reserved.
It is unclear whether link-sharing can be supported in such a
network. In H-FSC, thescheduler guarantees a minimum service
curve to a session regardless of the behavior of other sessions
in the network. In addition, it does not require that a session’s
input traffic to be policed at the network entrance, thus allows
sources to statistically share the excess bandwidth inside the
network. Furthermore, even for real-time services that do not
allow link-sharing, service-curve based schedulers still achieve
a larger schedulability region than GPS with general resource
assignments.

Fair Airport (FA) Schedulers proposed in [10] combine a Rate
Controlled Service Discipline with Start-time Fair Queueing
(SFQ) [11]. The concept of using two scheduling disciplines,

one to enforce the real-time criterion, and the other to enforce the
link-sharing criterion, is similar to H-FSC. The key difference
is that while in FA the link-sharing criterion considers only the
excess service, in H-FSC the link-sharing criterion considers the
entireservice allocated to a class. At the algorithmic level this
difference is reflected by the fact that in FA the virtual time of a
session is not updated when a packet is served by the real-time
criterion.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We make two important contributions. First we define an ideal
Fair Service Curve link-sharing model that supports (a) guaran-
teed QoS for all sessions and classes in a link-sharing hierarchy;
(b) fair distribution of excess bandwidth; and (c) priority ser-
vice or decoupled delay and bandwidth allocation. By defining
precisely the ideal service to be supported, we expose the funda-
mental architecture level tradeoffs that apply toanyschedulers
designed to support link-sharing, real-time, and priorityservices.
As a second contribution, we propose a novel scheduler called
H-FSC that can accurately and efficiently approximate the ideal
Fair Service Curve link-sharing model. The algorithm always
guarantees the performance of leaf classes while minimizing the
discrepancy between the actual service allocated and the service
it should be allocated by the ideal FSC link-sharing model to the
interior classes. We have implemented the H-FSC scheduler in
the NetBSD environment, and demonstrated the effectiveness of
our algorithm by simulation and measurement experiments.
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